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(3)	Non-Faradaic	reaction
Electrical	double	layer
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Input	V Output	i as	a	function	of	V
@sweeping	rate:	xmV/s i-V	curve

Faradaic	rxnNon-Faradaic	rxn
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No	charge	transfer	(no	charge	flow).
è There	is	only	electrostatic	interaction	M possessing	a	charge and	electrolyte	ion	or	
the	solvent	molecule	(dipole	moment)
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Electrostatic	interaction
𝑞" = −𝑞%

1.	Electrical	double	layer

○ CV	for	Pt	in	acidic	solution

anion	adsorption

anion	desorption

𝐶' =
𝑑𝑞
𝑑𝐸 =

𝜕𝑞"

𝜕∆𝜙"/%
Variation	of	the	differential	capacitance w/	the	applied	potential.

(q:	charge	density)



4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supercapacitor

Nat.	Mater.,	2008,	7,	845-854.
Ragone plot

cf)	Pseudocapacitor● Supercapacitor	(=electric	double	layer	capacitor,	EDLC)

Normalized	current	by	𝑣/ (A/(V	s–1))

http://www.gamry.com/application-notes/battery-research/testing-electrochemical-capacitors-cyclic-voltammetry-leakage-current/
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○ The M possessing an charge density redistribute electrolyte ion at the interface
and/or reorientation of dipole in solventmolecules (physical adsorption).
○ A potential difference results across the interface, creating an electric field gradient
across the charge separation layer.

zoom	in	here	(double	layer)!

Fe3+ (aq)	≈ Fe(H2O)63+

Inner	hydration	shell

Solvation	shell	of	ions
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● The	Helmholtz	electrical	double	layer	model

○ The attracted ion is able to approach the
M to a distance limited by the solvation shell
of the ion, and it is assumed that a
monolayer of solvation exists b/w the ion
and the electrode.

○ The Outer Helmholtz Plane (OHP): The
center of ions at a minimum distance from
the electrode surface.
è The excess charge on the M is balanced

completely in sol’n by ions situated at the
OHP.

è The potential drop across the interface
occurs totally over the region b/w M and
OHP.

è This double layer model is equivalent to a
electrical capacitor.
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● The	Gouy-Chapman	model

○ Considering	‘Brownian	motion	in	sol’n’,	
the	sol’n tends	to	disperse	the	excess	ions.

è The	charge	density	in	sol’n is	contained	
within	a	single	‘diffusion	layer’	close	to	
the	M surface.

è The potential drop across this diffuse
layer is mainly concentrated in the
region closest to the M surface, but
some charge is now held further away
from theM than the OHP.
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● The	Stern	model	(1924)

○ Combination of Helmholtz + Gouy-Chapman
models
è A sharp potential drop exists b/w M and
OHP beyond which the potential gradually
falls to a value characteristic of the bulk
electrolyte.
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● The	Grahame	model	(1947)

○ The ‘specifically adsorbed’ ions that are
directly in contact with the electrode.
è ‘specifically adsorbed’: The interaction
occurs only for certain ions or molecules and
is often unrelated to the charge on the ion.
è Although the zone closest to the M is
mainly occupied by solvent molecules it may
be possible for some ionic or uncharged
species to penetrate into this region, if the
ion possessed no solvation shell (e.g. F– and
SO4

2–), or if the solvation shell was lost when
the ion approached theM.

è The inner Helmholtz Plane (IHP): a closer
plane of minimum approach
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additional	supporting	electrolyte:
○ Remaining	thin	double	layer	w/	respect	to	the	diffusion	
layer.
○ Control	the	distance	at	the	interface	over	which	the	
electrical	potential	drop
è ‘double	layer’	is	compressed	(dimensions	of	10~20	Å)
(i)	the	absence	of	potential	gradients	outside
(ii)	the	distance	is	short	enough	to	be	compatible	w/	
tunneling	of	e–s.

○ Variation	of	the	differential	capacitance	
w/	the	applied	potential.
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● Electric	double	layer	vs	diffusion	layer

○ Significant	potential change:	M~OHP ○ Significant	conc. change:	M~diffusion layer	(𝜹)

○ Distance	of	double	layer	(<	1	nm)	vs.	diffusion	layer	(~	100	𝜇m)
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● Kinetics	w/	electric	double	layer	(outer- and	inner-sphere	e– transfer)
● Marcus	theory	(microscopic	view	of	e– transfer)

Fe(H2O)62+(aq)	à Fe(H2O)63+(aq)	+	e– (M)

(1)	Thermally	activated	Fe(H2O)62+	
(2)	Reaching	the	transition	state
(3)	Electron	tunneling
(4)	Formation	of	a	vibrationally excited	Fe(H2O)63+

w/	an	energy	matching	that	of	the	Fe(H2O)62+
(5)	Rapid	thermal	deactivition of	Fe(H2O)63+

○ Thermal	activation	à e– transfer
The	bond	lengths	and	angles	within	the	reactant	
species	and	solvation	shell	species	become	
stretched,	compressed	and/or	distorted.

IHP OHP
○ R and	P strongly	interact	w/	
M surface.

○ Kinetics	strongly	depends	
on	the	chemical	nature	of	
the	M surface

Bridging	ligand

Slow	kineticsFast	kinetics

○ R and	P do	not	
strongly	interact	
w/M surface.
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Mass	
transport

Descriptor	for	electrocatalysis!
(Inner-sphere	e– transfer)


